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special announcement -
a new partnership

The IEEE Computer Society is proud to announce our new publishing partnership with

John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Beginning this Fall, all IEEE Computer Society Press authored books will

be promoted and distributed by our partner, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Wiley will also partner with

CS Press to produce a number of exciting new titles. IEEE Computer Society members will

receive a 15% discount on these titles when purchased through Wiley or at Wiley.com.

IEEE Computer Society 
Customer Service Center

10662 Los Vaqueros Circle, PO Box 3014

Los Alamitos, CA 90720-1314 USA

Toll-free: +1 800 CS BOOKS

Fax: +1 714 821 4641

E-mail: csbooks@computer.org

CS Store: http://computer.org/cspress
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software

The Project Manager's Guide to Software 

Engineering's Best Practices; Mark J. Christensen and

Richard H. Thayer; This book, containing all original mate-

rial, is based on the proposition that the IEEE Software

Engineering Standards capture many of the fundamental “best

practices” of software project management. It is written to

assist the reader in applying those standards to their projects

and company. To meet this goal, the authors discuss and

expand upon the standards that support these three key man-

agement areas:

■ Software systems engineering

■ Processes for developing software product

■ Planning and control of software project activities

550 pages, April 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1199-6, Catalog # BP01199,

$55.25 Members / $65.00 

Software Management, Sixth Edition; Donald 

J. Reifer; Foreword by Barry Boehm; This sixth edition of

Donald Reifer's popular, best selling tutorial summarizes what

software project managers need to be successful. The text

provides pointers to the current issues, challenges and expe-

riences that shape their jobs. It explores recent advances in

such dissimilar fields as management theory, distance educa-

tion, knowledge management, motivation theory, process

improvement, organization dynamics, and technology transfer.

This book contains fourteen original articles by leaders in the

field specifically written for this sixth edition, as well as a col-

lection of reprints. About 40 percent of the material in this edi-

tion has been produced specifically for this volume. Only

about half of the papers from the previous edition appear in

this revision. 610 pages, May 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1100-7,

Catalog # BP01100, $54.40 Members / $64.00

Software Engineering, Volume 1: The 

Development Process, 2/e; Richard H. Thayer and

Merlin Dorfman; The goal of this new text is to resolve the

problem of software engineering’s identity crisis by providing

a considerable and useful proportion of software engineering

technical knowledge and presents a framework of guidelines

on how to apply it to changing situations. This second edition

updates the material in the first edition of Software

Engineering, 1996, with two comprehensive volumes contain-

ing specially selected and newly authored papers that suffi-

ciently cover the process of software engineering. Volume 1,

the development process, covers the activities and tasks of

the developer including requirements analysis, design, coding,

integration, testing, and installation and acceptance related to

software products. This new tutorial's chapters cover seven

development processes: system requirements analysis and

design, software requirements analysis and design, software

architectural design, implementation (coding), and testing plus

maintenance. 534 pages, March 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1555-X,

Catalog # BP01555, $51.00 Members / $60.00

csstore:
http://computer.org/cspress

Software Engineering, Volume 2: The 

Supporting Processes, 2/e; Richard H. Thayer and

Mark J. Christensen; This second volume on software engi-

neering processes includes reprinted and newly authored

papers that describe the supporting life cycle processes in a

manner that can prepare individuals to take the IEEE

Computer Society Certified Software Development Profes-

sional examination. Volume 2 details the eight supporting life

cycle processes that developers need to employ and execute

in the engineering of software products. This required support

plays an integral part and has a distinct purpose that affects

the overall success and quality of the software project. 480

pages, March 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1557-6, Catalog # BP01557,

$51.00 Members / $60.00

CSDP exam announcement
The new Certified Software Development Professional (CSDP)  exam-

ination was administered for the first time in May 2002. The CSDP

was designed to elevate educational standards and recognize those

who demonstrate knowledge essential to the practice of software

engineering. For additional information on the CSDP exam and prepa-

ration program, including the application deadline for the Spring

2003 testing window, visit http://computer.org/certification.

Software Process Improvement; Robin B.

Hunter and Richard H. Thayer; The text is a collection of

original and republished papers providing a significant survey

on the use of SPI and software process assessment (SPA) as

practiced by companies such as Lockheed Martin, Siemens,

and Hewlett Packard. Among the important features of the

book are chapters on software process evaluation, how to

best perform SPI, ISO 9000 and TickIT-an alternative

approach to SPA, as well as the latest information on the

CMM integration project. The text also provides vivid descrip-

tions on the most important international and national stan-

dards for SPI, in particular ISO 9001, ISO 9000-3, ISO/IEC

9126. ISO/IEC 15504, ISO/IEC 12207. 622 pages, November

2001, ISBN 0-7695-0999-1, Catalog # BP00999, $51.00

Members / $60.00

Software Reuse A Standards-Based Guide;

Carma McClure; This book provides specific instructions for

implementing reuse within the context of the IEEE Software

Reuse Process Standard 1517 as well as the IEEE/EIA

Standard 12207 - Standard for Information Technology —

Software Life Cycle Processes. This new guide aids the read-

er in interpreting the meaning of the standard, implementing

the standard, and applying the standard. Like IEEE Std. 1517,

this book is written for both managers and technical person-

nel involved in acquiring, supplying, or developing software

applications and systems or reusable assets. 254 pages, June

2001, ISBN 0-7695-0874-X, Catalog # BP00874, $46.75

Members / $55.00

Software Safety and Reliability; Techniques,

Approaches, and Standards of Key Industrial

Sectors; Debra S. Herrmann; This original text intro-

duces the concepts, techniques, and approaches used to

achieve and assess software safety and reliability. Debra

Herrmann presents a cross-section of current safety and

reliability standards that cross multiple industrial sectors

while focusing on the additional required activities to

achieve software safety and reliability. In organizing this

text, the she has three objectives. The book is written for

engineers, scientists, managers, regulators, and policy

makers involved in the design, development, acquisition,

and certification of safety-critical systems. Contents:

Approaches Promoted by Key Industrial Sectors to

Software Safety and Reliability; Approaches Promoted by

Non-Industry Specific Software Safety and Reliability

Standards; Observations and Conclusions. 500 pages,

2000, ISBN 0-7695-0299-7, Catalog # BP00299, $46.75

Members / $55.00

call toll-free
1 800 CS BOOKS

The Software Project Manager's Handbook;

Principles that Work at Work; Dwayne Phillips;

Software project managers and their team members work

individually towards a common goal. This book guides both,

emphasizing basic principles that work at work. Software

management should be pleasant and productive, not just one

or the other. This book emphasizes software project manage-

ment at work. The author's unique approach concentrates on

the concept that success on software projects has more to do

with how people think individually and in groups than with

programming. 408 pages, 1998, ISBN 0-8186-8300-7, Catalog 

# BP08300, $34.00 Members / $40.00 
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other areas of interest
Stiquito™ for beginners; An Introduction to

Robotics; James M. Conrad, Jonathan W. Mills; The

Stiquito™ robot is a small, inexpensive, six-legged robot that is

unique not only by its cost but because its applications are

limitless. Stiquito™ for beginner’s presents you with a unique

opportunity to learn about the field of engineering, electronics,

and robotics in an original way. This book provides you with

the skills and equipment to build a very small robot, instruc-

tions on how to build electronic controls for your robot, and a

robot kit. It provides an engineering, electronics, and robotics

curriculum, and presents experiments and projects that 

illustrate what they teach. 192 pages, 1999, ISBN 

0-8186-7514-4, Catalog # BP07514, $25.50 Members / $30.00;

Price includes the robot kit. Build more robots today! Order

additional Stiquito kits.

Stiquito™; Advanced Experiments with a

Simple and Inexpensive Robot; James M. Conrad and

Jonathan W. Mills; This book describes how to assemble

and build Stiquito™, provides information on the design and

control of legged robots, illustrates its research uses, and

includes the robot kit. The experiments in the text lead the

reader on a tour of the current state of robotics research. The

book examines further research on the role of logic in a

mobile robot's sensors, control, and locomotion; Stiquito's

platform for AI; and simulation of a robot guided by vision. 

328 pages, 1997, ISBN 0-8186-7408-3, Catalog # BP07408,

$40.80 Members / $48.00; Price includes the robot kit

call toll-free
1 800 CS BOOKS

Microsoft Rising ... and other tales of Silicon

Valley; Ted G. Lewis; Ted Lewis delivers a first-hand

account of the changing computer industry, a story of

Microsoft® and the Silicon Valley. Lewis maps the history of

computing from 1990 to 2000, a tale of greed and emotion in

the fastest growing, mainline industry of the world. The book

does not promise any answers, but rather concludes this short

journey into the recent past with a number of provoking ideas

about the future of hi-tech. 350 pages, 1999, ISBN 

0-7695-0200-8, Catalog # BP00200, $24.95 Members / $25.45 

Digital Systems Design with VHDL and

Synthesis; An Integrated Approach; K.C. Chang; This

book presents an integrated approach to digital design princi-

ples, processes, and implementations to help the reader

design much more complex systems within a shorter design

cycle. This is accomplished by introducing digital design con-

cepts, VHDL coding, VHDL simulation, synthesis commands,

and strategies together. The author focuses on the ultimate

product of the design cycle: the implementation of a digital

design. VHDL coding, synthesis methodologies and verifica-

tion techniques are presented as tools to support the final

design implementation. 516 pages, 1999, ISBN 0-7695-0023-4,

Catalog # BP00023, $45.00 Members / $46.75 

The following Reports and Proceedings will 
continue to be distributed and sold through 
the IEEE Computer Society and IEEE

special guides / reports
Guide to the Software Engineering Body of

Knowledge SWEBOK; This book provides a guide to the

body of knowledge that exists in the literature that has accu-

mulated over the past thirty years. The purpose of this guide

is to provide the bounds of the software engineering discipline

and to access and identify the body of knowledge that sup-

ports the discipline. The text subdivides the body of knowl-

edge into ten knowledge areas (KA) that define the various

concepts in a way that allows the reader to find their way

quickly to the subject of interest. Once a subject is found,

readers are referred to key papers or chapters presenting that

knowledge. 228 pages, December 2001, ISBN 0-7695-1000-0,

Catalog # CS01000; $44.00 Members / $55.00 

Computing Curricula 2001: Computer Science;

The Joint Task Force on Computing Curricula; This text

represents the final report of the Computing Curricula 2001

project (CC2001)–a joint undertaking of the IEEE Computer

Society (IEEE-CS) and the Association for Computing

Machinery (ACM) to develop curricular guidelines for under-

graduate programs in computing. This volume of the report

outlines a set of recommendations for undergraduate pro-

grams in computer science. The goal of the CC2001 effort is

to revise Computing Curricula 1991 so that it incorporates the

developments of the past decade. 243 pages, April 2002, ISBN

0-7695-1499-5, Catalog # CS01499, $32.00 Members / $40.00 

IEEE Software Engineering Standards 

Collection 1999 Edition; 4-Volume Set; Developed with

direct input from software engineering professionals around

the world, the 1999 IEEE Software Engineering Standards

Collection is now UPDATED and RESTRUCTURED. It fully inte-

grates 39 of the most current IEEE software engineering stan-

dards into four industry-relevant volumes that follow the real

world convention of software engineering projects-using

RESOURCES to perform PROCESSES that produce PROD-

UCTS for CUSTOMERS. 4-Volume Set: 2,592 pages, April 1999,

ISBN 1-7381-1563-0, Catalog # ST01110, $260.00 Members /

$325.00 

1149.1-2001 Test Access Port and Boundary-

Scan Architecture (IEEE); Circuitry that may be built into

an integrated circuit to assist in the test, maintenance, and

support of assembled printed circuit boards is defined. The

circuitry includes a standard interface through which instruc-

tions and test data are communicated. A set of test features

is defined, including a boundary-scan register, such that the

component is able to respond to a minimum set of instruc-

tions designed to assist with testing of assembled printed cir-

cuit boards. 212 pages, 2001, ISBN 0-7381-2994-5, Catalog 

# ST01120, $78.00 Members / $98.00 

conference proceedings
The IEEE Computer Society Press annually publishes a wide range of

over 150 computer science and engineering conference records in

multiple formats. You can get access to hardcopy books, CD-ROMs,

and over 1,000 online proceedings.

software
10th Anniversary IEEE Joint International

Conference on Requirements Engineering (RE 2002);

Requirements engineering is the branch of systems engineer-

ing concerned with the real-world goals for, functions of, and

constraints on software-intensive systems. It is also con-

cerned with how these factors are taken into account during

the implementation and maintenance of the system, from

software specifications and architectures up to final test

cases. RE 2002 delves into goals in RE, RE process, validation,

component reuse, RE and design, RE-visions, RE for product

lines, requirements selection, change management, RE

process, and application challenges. 376 pages / 49 papers,

September 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1465-0, Catalog # PR01465,

$66.00 Members / $164.00 

2002 International Conference on Software

Maintenance (ICSM 2002); Maintaining Distributed

Heterogeneous Systems; ICSM is the major international

conference in the field of software and systems maintenance,

evolution, and management. This year's theme elaborates on

last year's theme of "Systems and software evolution in the

era of the internet". ICSM 2002 addresses new scenarios and

the major challenges on maintenance and evolution. The

focus of the conference is also on the new challenges that

heterogeneous systems pose for software maintenance, and

the new opportunities for researchers and practitioners. 

700 pages / 70 papers, October 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1819-2,

Catalog # PR01819, $82.00 Members / $203.00 
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9th Working Conference on Reverse 

Engineering (WCRE 2002); WCRE is the premier research

conference on the theory and practice of recovering informa-

tion from existing systems. This ninth meeting explores inno-

vative methods of extracting the many kinds of information

that can be recovered from the data, software, and other com-

ponents that comprise systems, and examine innovative ways

of using this information in system understanding, renovation,

and system reengineering. 350 pages / 35 papers, November

2002, ISBN 0-7695-1799-4, Catalog # PR01799, $65.00

Members / $161.00 

csstore:
http://computer.org/cspress

8th IEEE International Software Metrics

Symposium (METRICS 2002); The Software Metrics

Symposium is one of the main conferences in software engi-

neering focusing on the research and practice of software

measurement, and the use of data to understand, evaluate

and model software engineering phenomena. The 2002 con-

ference focuses on the evaluation and improvement of soft-

ware quality and productivity, with an emphasis on the appli-

cation of measurement in software projects for decision mak-

ing. 272 pages / 23 papers, June 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1339-5,

Catalog # PR01339, $61.00 Members / $152.00 

26th International Computer Software and

Applications Conference (COMPSAC 2002); This year's

conference theme "Prolonging Software Life: Development

and Redevelopment" addresses one of the major challenges

that we face today: How can we rapidly and economically

evolve software systems to reflect changing user expecta-

tions, business requirements and platform technologies is the

focus of the proceedings. This year's edition includes the

COMPSAC 2002 Workshops. 1,210 pages / 129 papers, August

2002, ISBN 0-7695-1727-7, Catalog # PR01727, $106.00

Members / $263.00 

17th International Conference on Automated

Software Engineering (ASE 2002); The ASE conference

expanded in 1997 to reach out to all the scientific communities

concerned with the automation aspects of formal methods,

software process, human-computer interaction, requirements

engineering, reverse engineering, testing and verification and

validation, while still including an active artificial intelligence

and knowledge-based research focus. The proceedings pres-

ents ideas on the foundations, techniques, tools and applica-

tion of automated software engineering technology. 520 pages

/ 336 papers, September 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1736-6, Catalog 

# PR01736, $64.00 Members / $159.00 

13th IEEE International Workshop on Rapid

System Prototyping (RSP 2002); RSP encourages the

exchange of ideas on recent advances in rapid product devel-

opment of computer-based systems. The papers describe

recent advances in several key areas, including reconfigurable

computing, system specification and modeling, distributed

prototyping, efficient early evaluation, prototyping methodolo-

gies and tools. 182 pages / 22 papers, July 2002, ISBN 

0-7695-1703-X, Catalog # PR01703, $57.00 Members / $141.00 

call toll-free
1 800 CS BOOKS

28th EUROMICRO Conference 2002; Euromicro

2002 includes three conference tracks (Component-Based

Software Engineering, Multimedia and Telecommunications,

Software Process and Product Improvement) while covering a

wide area of innovative developments in a variety of key com-

puter disciplines. It presents paramount yet technically deep in-

sight into leading edge achievements that, intentionally or not,

are interrelated in the pursuit of academic or industrial project

efforts. 416 pages / 52 papers, Sept. 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1787-0,

Catalog # PR01787, $68.00 Members / $169.00 

Also available:

■ 10th International Workshop on Program Comprehension (IWPC 2002)

visualization
6th International Conference on Information

Visualization (IV 2002) w/ CD-ROM; Information visuali-

zation is a key tool to extract useful information and knowl-

edge from overloaded information systems. It uses visualiza-

tion techniques that are based on the effective merge of com-

puter graphics tools and human perceptual abilities that are

being applied in most intriguing and unorthodox application in

the variety of disciplines. The IV 2002 proceedings highlights

the multidimensional spectrum of activities in the information

visualization. 824 pages / 120 papers, CD-ROM, July 2002,

ISBN 0-7695-1656-4, Catalog # PR01656, $87.00 Members /

$217.00 

2002 IEEE Symposium on Information 

Visualization (InfoVis 2002); The IEEE Symposium on

Information Visualization is the premier meeting in the emerg-

ing field of information visualization. The proceedings focuses

on the visual presentation of and interaction with abstract

information spaces and structures to facilitate their rapid

assimilation and understanding. 200 pages / 15 papers,

October 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1751-X, Catalog # PR01751, $58.00

Members / $143.00 

1st International Workshop on Visualizing

Software for Understanding and Analysis (VISSOFT

2002); VISSOFT 2002 gathers software visualization

researchers from all over the world to present state-of-the-art

research in software visualization. Its goal is to promote col-

laboration and interaction among researchers by providing an

interesting range of software visualization related topics. 

134 pages / 12 papers, June 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1662-9,

Catalog # PR01662, $54.00 Members / $135.00 

1st International Symposium on 3D Data

Processing Visualization and Transmission (3DPVT

2002); The activity of a growing number of researchers from

fields such as computer vision, computer graphics, image pro-

cessing, bioinformatics, and statistics is merging into a new dis-

cipline centered around 3D data processing and visualization.

3DPVT 2002 establishes a program where academic and indus-

trial researchers can find and discuss well-established topics,

as well as issues and applications of growing importance. 

886 pages / 131 papers, June 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1521-5,

Catalog # PR01521, $90.00 Members / $225.00 

20th Annual Eurographics UK Conference

(EGUK 2002); This year the conference themes are art and

design, and technology. EGUK 2002 focuses on next genera-

tion web design and e-commerce, digital arts, computer ani-

mation and games, web-based learning and design for Inter-

active TV and 3G phone systems, virtual heritage and conser-

vation, 3D/2D displays and holographic presentations, 3D/2D

image creation and processing, and next generation HCI. 

160 pages / 21 papers, June 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1518-5,

Catalog # PR01518, $56.00 Members / $138.00 

Also available:

■ Computer Animation 2002 (CA 2002)

intelligent systems
16th International Conference on Pattern

Recognition (ICPR 2002); Started in 1973, ICPR is a major

biennial event aimed to stimulate research, development, and

the application of pattern recognition, and to advance inter-

national co-operation in related disciplines. The ICPR 2002

theme is "Pattern Recognition for Humankind and the

Environment", and the text presents recent advances in the

fields of computer vision and robotics pattern recognition,

neural networks, document analysis, image and signal pro-

cessing, and biomedical and multimedia applications. 3,568

pages / 804 papers, 4 vols., August 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1695-X,

Catalog # PR01695, $218.00 Members / $544.00 

Also available:

■ ICPR 2002 CD-ROM: Catalog # PE01699, $170.00 Members / $144.00
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2002 International Symposium on Mixed and

Augmented Reality (ISMAR 2002); By its very nature,

mixed reality and augmented reality are highly interdisciplinary

fields involving signal processing, computer vision, computer

graphics, user interfaces, human factors, wearable computing,

mobile computing, computer networks, distributed computing,

information access, information visualization, and hardware

design for new displays and sensors. MR/AR concepts are

applicable to a wide range of applications. IMAR 2002 presents

the latest work from researchers in academia and industry. 

340 pages / 26 papers, Sept. 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1781-1,

Catalog # PR01781, $64.00 Members / $160.00 

1st IEEE International Conference on Cognitive

Informatics (ICCI 2002); Cognitive informatics research

focuses on the internal information processing mechanisms

of the human brain, which will become the foundation of next

generation IT and AI technologies, such as neural computers,

bio-computers, quantum information processing, and more

powerful IT systems. Cognitive informatics is a cutting-edge

and profound interdisciplinary research area that tackles the

common root problems of modern informatics, computation,

software engineering, AI, cognitive science, and life sciences.

ICCI '02 focuses on the natural information processing mech-

anisms and cognitive processes of the brain. 382 pages / 

43 papers, August 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1724-2, Catalog 

# PR01724, $66.00 Members / $165.00 

2002 Geometric Modeling and Processing

(GMP 2002) ; Theory and Applications ; GMP is a bien-

nial international conference series on the theory and appli-

cations of solid modeling, shape representation, and geomet-

ric computation. The papers cover most major areas of geo-

metric modeling and processing such as curve and surface

modeling, triangular mesh modeling, and subdivision surfaces.

They also include applications of geometric modeling such as

computer-aided design and reverse engineering. 252 pages /

25 papers, July 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1674-2, Catalog # PR01674,

$60.00 Members / $149.00 

9th International Symposium on Temporal

Representation and Reasoning (TIME 2002); TIME

2002 is the ninth in the series of events established to bring

together the world's leading researchers in temporal repre-

sentation and reasoning. The papers appearing in this pro-

ceedings cover a range of topics such as data representation,

proof, planning, algebra, linguistics, fuzzy constraints, and

ontologies. 166 pages / 23 papers, July 2002, ISBN 

0-7695-1474-X, Catalog # PR01474, $56.00 Members / $139.00 

design & test
2002 International Conference on Computer

Design (ICCD 2002); VLSI in Computers and

Processors; The International Conference on Computer

Design encompasses a wide range of topics in the research,

design and implementation of computer systems and their

components. ICCD's unique multi-disciplinary emphasis pro-

vides an ideal environment for developers and researchers to

discuss practical and theoretical work covering system and

processor architecture, logic and circuit design, verification

and test methods along with tools and methodologies. 

700 pages / 82 papers, September 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1700-5,

Catalog # PR01700, $82.00 Members / $203.00 

new cd-rom collections
■ SOFTWARE

■ INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

■ VISUALIZATION & IMAGING

■ SECURITY / ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

These new CD-ROM collections contain the complete proceedings

from 2002 and 2001 selected conference on each of these four 

topics. For more information on these collections and to check out

the contents, visit http://computer.org/cspress/collections.

6th International Symposium on Wearable

Computers (ISWC 2002); ISWC 2002 brings together

researchers, product vendors, fashion designers, textile manu-

facturers, users, and all interested parties to share information

and advances in wearable computing. ISWC delves into pla-

cations, human interfaces, hardware, networks, operating sys-

tems, privacy issues, social implications, and the future of

wearable computing. 200 pages / 18 papers, October 2002,

ISBN 0-7695-1816-8, Catalog # PR01816, $58.00 Members /

$143.00 

call toll-free
1 800 CS BOOKS

8th International Workshop on Frontiers in

Handwriting Recognition (IWFHR-8 2002); Interest in

handwriting recognition theory, algorithms, software and sys-

tems has grown rapidly with the proliferation of hand-held

PDAs that use on-line recognition algorithms. The use of off-

line recognition systems has made dramatic strides for appli-

cations such as postal sorting and bank-check reading.

Handwriting recognition systems have now reached a state of

maturity in terms of their being used by industry. 546 pages /

85 papers, August 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1692-0, Catalog 

# PR01692, $74.00 Members / $184.00 

2002 IEEE CS International Symposium 

on Human-Centric Computing Languages and 

Environments (HCC 2002); This is the second conference

in the HCC series whose goal is to broaden and redefine the

focus of the venerable Visual Languages series begun way

back in 1984. This year there are three Independent yet

Coordinated Symposia (ICSs): Visual / Multimedia

Programming and Software Engineering; Empirical Studies of

Programmers; and End-User and Domain-Specific

Programming. 260 pages / 17 papers, September 2002, 

ISBN 0-7695-1644-0, Catalog # PR01644, $60.00 Members /

$150.00 

2002 IEEE Workshop on Knowledge Media

Networking (KMN 2002); New integrated services are

emerging from the rapid technological advances in network-

ing, multi-agents, virtual environments, media and broadcast-

ing technologies. Several communities are appearing using a

part or a combination of these technologies and sharing virtu-

al spaces. This workshop looks into the design and develop-

ment of knowledge media networking spaces, agent applica-

tions, knowledge management systems and 3D media archi-

tectures. 200 pages / 28 papers, Sept. 2002, ISBN 

0-7695-1778-1, Catalog # PR01778, $58.00 Members / $143.00 

2002 IEEE International Conference on 

Artificial Intelligence Systems (AIS 2002); The main

topics covered in the AIS 2002 proceedings include the fol-

lowing areas of artificial intelligence systems: AI architectures,

applications, applied soft computing, automated modeling,

CAE/CAD tools and systems, case-based reasoning, comput-

er-aided education, concurrent design, data mining, distrib-

uted AI, expert systems, intelligent databases, neural net-

works, simulation, and virtual reality. 488 pages / 97 papers,

September 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1733-1, Catalog # PR01733,

$71.00 Members / $177.00 

csstore:
http://computer.org/cspress

11th IEEE International Workshops on Enabling

Technologies (WET-ICE 2002); Infrastructure for

Collaborative Enterprises; This year's proceedings of

WET-ICE 2002 includes three workshops: Enterprise Security,

Web-based Infrastructures and Coordination Architectures for

Collaborative Enterprises, and Evaluating Collaborative

Enterprises. Thirty-eight papers were submitted to the confer-

ence of which twenty-three full papers and four short papers

were accepted for publication. 210 pages / 27 papers,

September 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1748-X, Catalog # PR01748,

$58.00 Members / $144.00 

# PR01644

# PR01748
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4th NASA / DoD Workshop on Evolvable 

Hardware (EH 2002); The focus of EH 2002 is evolvable

hardware for safer systems. Safety aspects range from reliable

and survivable NASA/DoD systems operating in extreme envi-

ronments to intelligent adaptive and learning systems for pro-

tection of areas and security of communications. The papers

presented during the workshop span many issues: fundamen-

tals and theory, state-of-the-art evolvable hardware technolo-

gy, design and development of reconfigurable devices con-

ducive to evolution, survivable hardware, evolutionary robotics,

brain inspired architectures and fault-tolerant systems. 

292 pages / 34 papers, July 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1718-8, Catalog 

# PR01718, $62.00 Members / $154.00 

10th Symposium on High Performance 

Interconnects – Hot Interconnects X (HOT-I 2002);

Hot Interconnects brings together designers and architects of

high-performance switching chips, routers, packet classifica-

tion engines, and packet processing circuits from universities

and industrial laboratories. Presentations focus on up-to-the-

minute developments demonstrating leading-edge designs by

engineers and researchers throughout the world. 178 pages /

20 papers, August 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1650-5, Catalog 

# PR01650, $57.00 Members / $141.00 

call toll-free
1 800 CS BOOKS

10th IEEE International Workshop on Memory

Technology, Design, and Testing (MTDT 2002); MTDT

2002 explores the state-of-the-art in semiconductor memories.

Over the last 10 years, the scope of the Workshop has been

expanded to cover fabrication technology and memory design,

test and reliability. Process technology and its impact on mem-

ory designs are featured more prominently in this year's work-

shop. 196 pages / 25 papers, ISBN 0-7695-1617-3, August 2002,

Catalog # PR01617, $58.00 Members / $143.00 

7th IEEE European Test Workshop (ETW 2002);

ETW 2002 is the seventh version of the annual technical forum

where recent results and innovative ideas in the area of elec-

tronic-based circuit and system testing are presented. This

year the proceedings looks into defect based testing, verifica-

tion, BIST and TRP, delay testing, system test and debug, test-

ing data converters, and power conscious testing. 145 pages /

17 papers, August 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1715-3, Catalog 

# PR01715, $55.00 Members / $137.00 

Euromicro Symposium on Digital Systems

Design 2002 (Euro-DSD 2002); DSD 2002 addresses

architectures and implementations of (embedded) digital sys-

tems, as well as efficient design methods and tools. It is a dis-

cussion forum for the research community working on state-

of-the-art investigations, development, and applications in dig-

ital systems, processor and memory architectures and design,

application specific processors, systems-on-a-chip, hard-

ware/software co-design, circuit design, system validation, and

design automation. 410 pages / 43 papers, September 2002,

ISBN 0-7695-1790-0, Catalog # PR01790, $68.00 Members /

$168.00 

8th IEEE International On-Line Testing Work-

shop (IOLTW 2002); IOLTW is a source where professionals

working in the field can read about the latest ideas, research,

and experiences. IOLTW 2002 explores hardware fault toler-

ance, hardware-software design and validation of fault tolerant

systems, self checking circuits, concurrent error detection,

analog and mixed signal testing and reliability, fault injection

techniques and results, BIST techniques, testing issues, mem-

ory BIST analysis and application, and embedded memory

yield enhancement. 288 pages / 36 papers, July 2002, ISBN 

0-7695-1641-6, Catalog # PR01641, $62.00 Members / $154.00 

Also available:

■ 15th Brazilian Symposium on Integrated Circuit Design (SBCCI 2002)

internet & security 
15th IEEE Computer Security Foundations

Workshop (CSFW-15 2002); CSFW is an annual research

meeting where experts on various aspects of computer secu-

rity get together to discuss the most recent theoretical devel-

opments in this area. Topics of interest for CSFW include

access control, information flow, covert channels, secure pro-

tocols, database security, verification techniques, integrity and

availability models, and broad discussions concerning the role

of formal methods in computer security and the nature of

foundational research in this area. 340 pages / 23 papers, June

2002, ISBN 0-7695-1689-0, Catalog # PR01689, $64.00

Members / $160.00 

4th International Workshop on Web Site

Evolution (WSE 2002); The potential of the Web as a vehi-

cle for offering a variety of services is becoming more appar-

ent as Web sites evolve their contents from static information

to more dynamic and interactive forms. A number of new

standards and commercial products are emerging, offering a

basis for developing Web-based services from dynamic com-

posible resources, extending both the range and scope of

services that can be made available through the Web. This

workshop proceedings presents exciting new research and

empirical results from members of the Web design, software

engineering, and information technology communities dis-

cussing techniques for migrating to Web services. 112 pages

/ 14 papers, October 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1804-4, Catalog 

# PR01804, $54.00 Members / $143.00 

Also available:

■ 4th IEEE International Workshop on Advanced Issues of E-Commerce

and Web-Based Information Systems (WECWIS 2002)

■ 3rd International Symposium on Electronic Commerce (ISEC 2002) 

w/ CD-ROM

information technology
2nd International Conference on Peer-to-Peer

Computing (P2P 2002); There is now a blurring of lines

between P2P, grids, and clusters in a convergence toward a

common set of protocols and presence within the same com-

puting environments. P2P 2002 expands the scope of topics

to include research vectors that reflect this convergence. The

original focus remains the use of computers at the edge of

networks (leaf peers) and the technology this requires. 

184 pages / 17 papers, September 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1810-9,

Catalog # PR01810, $57.00 Members / $141.00 

csstore:
http://computer.org/cspress

4th Annual International Workshop on Active

Middleware Services (AMS 2002); Middleware plays a

crucial role in determining the degree to which active tech-

nologies achieve their full potential. The AMS 2002 workshop

brings together leading researchers in the field of middleware

for active technologies, to expose the latest research results,

and to discuss the difficult issues of designing middleware to

support active networks. The proceedings covers network-

based processing, infrastructure, multi-party services, and

quality of service. 108 pages / 12 papers, July 2002, ISBN 

0-7695-1721-8, Catalog # PR01721, $53.00 Members / $132.00 

4th IEEE Workshop on Mobile Computing

Systems and Applications (WMCSA 2002); WMCSA

2002 is the latest in a series of high-quality, interactive forums

for discussion on all aspects of this important research area,

which reaches closer to our everyday lives through advances

in mobile and embedded devices, networks and software

techniques. The book explores location and security, imple-

menting mobility, aggregation and routing, data in context,

and adaptation. 160 pages / 14 papers, ISBN 0-7695-1647-5,

June 2002, Catalog # PR01647, $56.00 Members / $138.00 
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database systems
14th International Conference on Scientific and

Statistical Database Management (SSDBM 2002); This

book contains all of the material prepared for SSDBM 2002

and as such represents a valuable compendium of current

database research and challenges in scientific and statistical

database applications. The conference has two priority

themes, Bioinformatics and Statistical Metadata, which are

reflected in the proceedings along with other papers address-

ing noteworthy research issues in scientific databases. 

252 pages / 24 papers, July 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1632-7, 

Catalog # PR01632, $60.00 Members / $149.00 

13th International Workshop on Database and

Expert Systems Applications (DEXA 2002); DEXA is a

platform for the exchange of ideas, experiences, and opinions

among those who are defining requirements for future sys-

tems in the areas of database and artificial technologies.

DEXA 2002 includes thirteen workshops that present papers

covering very specialized topics on applications of database

and expert systems technology. 922 pages / 140 papers,

September 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1668-8, Catalog # PR01668,

92.00 Members / $229.00 

call toll-free
1 800 CS BOOKS

6th International Database Engineering and

Applications Symposium (IDEAS 2002); As database

technology matures, its application in new domains becomes

increasingly important. IDEAS from the beginning has empha-

sized the engineering of database systems for new application

domains and their deployment in them. IDEAS 2002 explores

the problems of engineering database systems involving not

only database technology but the related areas of information

retrieval, multimedia, human machine interface and communi-

cation. 310 pages / 28 papers, July 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1638-6,

Catalog # PR01638, $63.00 Members / $156.00 

high-performance
computing

11th IEEE International Symposium on High

Performance Distributed Computing (HPDC-11 2002);

HPDC 2002 includes an outstanding program covering a

broad range of research topics including data grids, applica-

tion frameworks, grid resource management, communication

and RPC protocols, parallel applications, and grid job submis-

sion and scheduling. 442 pages / 42 papers, CD-ROM, July

2002, ISBN 0-7695-1686-6, Catalog # PR01686, $69.00

Members / $172.00 

csstore:
http://computer.org/cspress

16th Annual International Symposium on High

Performance Computing Systems and Applications

(HPCS 2002); The papers in HPCS 2002 span the wide

spectrum of this interdisciplinary field. It covers single as well

as multiple processor architectures, networks and grids,

non/numerical algorithms, computation models, numerical

parallel algorithms, scheduling and performance, evaluation,

and applications. 328 pages / 49 papers, June 2002, 

ISBN 0-7695-1626-2, Catalog # PR 01626, $64.00 Members /

$158.00 

10th Annual IEEE Symposium on Field-

Programmable Custom Computing Machines (FCCM

2002); The papers in FCCM 2002 present recent work in the

use of reconfigurable logic as computing elements. The pro-

ceedings focus is primarily on the current opportunities and

problems in this new and evolving technology for computing.

FCCM covers applications, networking, tools, template match-

ing, architecture, and image compression. 350 pages,

September 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1801-X, Catalog # PR01801,

$65.00 Members / $161.00 

4th IEEE International Conference on Cluster

Computing (CLUSTER 2002); CLUSTER 2002 looks at the

future of clusters, with emphasis on the hardware of clusters.

It also focuses on the state-of-the-art, covering many of the

most frequently asked questions about cluster setup and use.

The proceedings delves into these areas of cluster technolo-

gy: Novel and Innovative Hardware, Network Hardware,

Network Software, Parallel I/O, System Operation,

Programming for Clusters, and Applications and Algorithms.

518 pages / 36 papers, September 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1745-5,

Catalog # PR01745, $73.00 Members / $181.00 

13th IEEE International Conference on 

Application-Specific Systems, Architectures, and

Processors (ASAP 2002); Through the years, the scope of

the research presented at the conferences has evolved to

encompass new trends and results in various areas of appli-

cation-specific computing. ASAP 2002’s program includes a

rich set of topics that address design methodologies, low-

power design, computer arithmetic, memory organization,

media processors, cryptography, VLSI architectures, and

application-specific system design. 416 pages / 36 papers,

July 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1712-9, Catalog # PR01712, $68.00

Members / $169.00 

2002 International Workshop on Innovative

Architecture (IWIA 2002); Innovative Architecture

for Future Generation High-Performance Processors

and Systems; A variety of topics in the areas of computer

architecture, compilers, applications, and high-performance

computing are explored in IWIA 2002. The workshop's special

topics this year Are low-power design and network process-

ing. 128 pages / 12 papers, August 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1635-1,

Catalog # PR01635, $54.00 Members / $135.00 

Also available:

■ 2002 International Conference on Dependable Systems and

Networks (DSN 2002) w/ CD-ROM

distributed computing
22nd International Conference on Distributed

Computing Systems (ICDCS 2002); The papers in ICDCS

2002 cover areas such as distributed agents and intelligent

networks, internet and web computing, network protocols,

distributed operating systems, distributed databases, middle-

ware and distributed platforms, mobile computing, distributed

algorithms, fault-tolerant systems, distributed systems securi-

ty. 648 pages / 75 papers, July 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1585-1,

Catalog # PR01585, $79.00 Members / $197.00 

22nd International Conference on Distributed

Computing Systems Workshops (ICDCS 2002 Work-

shops); The eight ICDCS 2002 workshops present important

research from international scientists, engineers, and comput-

er users on experiences, new ideas, and research results on

some of the most important topics in the field of distributed

computing systems. 864 pages / 125 papers, July 2002, ISBN

0-7695-0-7695-1588-6, Catalog # PR01588, $89.00 Members /

$222.00 

6th International Enterprise Distributed Object

Computing Conference (EDOC 2002); EDOC has been a

forum in which innovation in construction and evolution of

enterprise computing systems has been sought, and found...

but this year shows perhaps the biggest shift ever in the con-

centration of papers towards a focus on a single paradigm.

This year the overwhelming majority of papers examine enter-

prise modeling, systems modeling, or model transformation as

keywords to describe their contents, and about half of the

papers address directly those topics. 328 pages / 27 papers,

September 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1742-0, Catalog # PR01742,

$64.00 Members / $158.00 

Also available:

■ 21st IEEE Symposium on Reliable Distributed Systems (SRDS 2002)
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parallel computing
31st International Conference on Parallel 

Processing (ICPP 2002); Strong in its 31st year, ICPP

remains the leading forum for the presentation of forefront

research in the field of parallel processing. The papers pre-

sented in this edition cover state-of-the-art work in both tradi-

tional and emerging areas of parallel processing, including

architecture, compilers, scheduling, parallel programming, grid

computing, mobile computing, and middleware systems, just

to name a few. 652 pages / 68 papers, August 2002, 

ISBN 0-7695-1677-7, Catalog # PR01677, $79.00 Members /

$197.00 

31st International Conference on Parallel 

Processing Workshops (ICPP 2002 Workshops); The

seven workshops from ICPP 2002 address important and

trending areas of research relating to parallel processing. They

provide a focused treatment of interesting new topics. 

650 pages / 82 papers, August 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1680-7,

Catalog # PR01680, $79.00 Members / $197.00 

call toll-free
1 800 CS BOOKS

2002 International Conference on Parallel

Computing in Electrical Engineering (PARELEC 2002);

The PARELEC conference formula brings together specia s in

universal parallel computing methods and specia s in electri-

cal engineering who use parallel computing as a tool to solve

their specific problems. The conference presents stimulating

research and technical works that are being carried out in

these two directions. The conference aims at producing syn-

ergetic effects derived from the intellectual cooperation 

of participants with different expertise and professional in-

clinations. 471 pages / 61 papers, Sept. 2002, ISBN 

0-7695-1730-7, Catalog # PR01730, $70.00 Members / $175.00 

2002 International Conference on Parallel

Architectures and Compilation Techniques (PACT

2002); PACT 2002 is a collection of the latest work of

researchers from architecture, compilers, languages and

applications presenting ground-breaking research on key

issues. The proceedings looks into topics such as parallel

architectures and computation models, compilers and tools

for parallel computer systems, I/O issues in parallel comput-

ing, new architectures and compilers for ILP and TLP, applica-

tions and experimental systems studies, application-specific

systems, software dynamic translation and modification, net-

work processing and computing, parallel programming lan-

guages and algorithms, and operating system support for par-

allel systems. 324 pages / 25 papers, September 2002, ISBN 

0-7695-1620-3, Catalog # PR01620, $64.00 Members / $158.00 

csstore:
http://computer.org/cspress

communications
2002 IEEE International Workshop on Wireless

and Mobile Technologies in Education (WMTE 2002);

Many researchers as well as academic and industrial practi-

tioners are currently exploring the potential of mobile and

wireless devices for supporting learning. The challenges are

many: adapting and appropriating the technology for learning

in a way consistent with learning goals and principles, the set-

ting up and testing of prototypical applications and scenarios,

the development of specific software tools and architectures,

among others. The WMTE workshop examines innovative uses

of wireless and mobile technologies for learning, practical

usage of wireless and mobile technologies, learner-supportive

interfaces for mobile applications, and evaluation of mobile

learning systems. 192 pages / 25 papers, ISBN 0-7695-1706-4,

August 2002, Catalog # PR01706, $57.00 Members / $142.00 

7th IEEE Symposium on Computers and

Communications (ISCC 2002); The conference program

focuses on all aspects of computer, communications, and

service provisioning over the enhanced global telecommuni-

cations networks. ISCC covers comprehensive topics in

research and applications and spans many hot topics such as

secure e-commerce, mobile multimedia systems, coordination

with software agents, QoS support for the Internet, wireless,

and ad-hoc networks. It also deals with various aspects at the

application level, such as web issues, modeling problems and

algorithms, agents and mobile agents, distributed applica-

tions. 1,076 pages / 160 papers, July 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1671-8,

Catalog # PR01671, $100.00 Members / $248.00 

Also available:

■ 3rd International Workshop on Policies for Distributed Systems and

Networks (POLICY 2002)

logic
17th IEEE Symposium on Logic in Computer

Science (LICS 2002); The LICS Symposium is an annual

international forum on theoretical and practical topics in com-

puter science related to logic. LICS 2002 covers topics such

as automata theory, automated deduction, categorical models

and logics, concurrency and distributed computation, con-

straint programming, constructive mathematics, database

theory, domain theory, finite model theory, formal aspects of

program analysis, hybrid systems, linear logic, logical aspects

of computational complexity, logics in artificial intelligence,

logic programming, programming language semantics, rea-

soning about security, and verification. 476 pages / 36 papers,

July 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1483-9, Catalog # PR01483, $71.00

Members / $176.00 

real-time systems
8th Real-Time Technology and Applications

Symposium (RTAS 2002); With the growing integration of

embedded and general-purpose capabilities sharing plat-

forms, system developers are faced with new design and

architectural challenges when managing their shared

resources. At the same time, embedded systems are increas-

ingly being applied to widely diverse and potentially adverse

environments, and appropriate protection of their perform-

ance characteristics must be assured. All this has led to an

upsurge in the need for design methodologies for system and

application software, operating-system support mechanisms,

and resource and application control techniques. RTAS 2002

presents the latest research from across the growing areas of

real-time and embedded systems and their applications in

order to address these important challenges. 270 pages / 

20 papers, September 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1739-0, 

Catalog # PR01739, $61.00 Members / $152.00 

Also available:

■ 14th Euromicro Conference on Real-Time Systems (ECRTS 2002)

■ 15th IEEE Symposium on Computer-Based Medical Systems 

(CBMS 2002)

special topics
2002 IEEE Computer Society Bioinformatics

Conference (CSB 2002); A broad range of current topics is

addressed throughout CSB 2002 ranging from compilers and

parallel processing approaches in bioinformatics, to motif find-

ing, genomics, proteomics, and phylogenetics. The goal of the

technical program is to give you new insights into your area of

interest as well as an overview to active areas of research

throughout Bioinformatics. CSB 2002 also looks into geno-

type-phenotype, database mining, comparative genomics, bio-

logical networks, gene expression, and computer science and

biology. 364 pages / 30 papers, August 2002, ISBN 

0-7695-1653-X, Catalog # PR01653, $66.00 Members / $163.00

# PR01483

# PR01653
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